Introduction. F. Fenyves [3], [4] calls loops (G, •) with the property that (xyz)x-x(yzx)
for all x, y, zeG extra loops and shows that extra loops are necessarily Moufang. (Since commutative extra loops are associative, it is clear that there exist Moufang loops which are not extra. For constructions of extra loops see D. A. Robinson [6] and, in view of Corollary 2, see also O. Chein and H. Pflugfelder [2] .) In this note we generalize Fenyves by N(G, ■) and let X and d be mappings of G into G such that xX=x-xd for all xeG. Then (2) holds for all x, y, zeG if and only if(G, •) is Moufang and xdeN(G, -)for all xeG.
Furthermore, she calls (2) the M;.-law for loops and also the M^-law, where A is a positive integer, provided that X is a power mapping of the form X:x^-xk. From Pflugfelder's Theorem it is evident that groups are precisely those Moufang loops which satisfy the M2-law, a fact also mentioned in [2] .
Our main purpose here is to clarify (see Theorem) the fundamental connection between the Pflugfelder identity (2) and our identity (1). We are then able to show (see Corollary 2) that extra loops are, in reality, exactly those Moufang loops for'which the M3-Iaw holds.
Main result. In what follows (G, •) is a loop whose identity element is denoted by 1 and whose nucleus is denoted by N(G, ■).
For each xeG let xJ be that unique element in G with the property that x xJ= 1. Clearly / is a one-to-one mapping of G onto G so the inverse mapping J~l exists. It is easy to show that, for each xeG, xJ~x is that unique element in G so that xJ~ux**h For the most part we have adopted a terminology and a notation consistent with that of R. H. Brack [1] . With this in mind we state and prove the following = (x(y(z ■ xx)))xxJ for all x, y, z e G.
One final appeal to the inverse property now yields {xyz)xx =x(y(z-xx)) for all x, y, zeG. Hence, (a) holds and the proof is complete.
The following applications of the preceding theorem are of interest. for all x, y, zeG. 
